Happenings
Bright Beginnings

“A

nd the time came when the risk to
remain tight in a bud was more painful
than the risk it took to blossom.” ~ Anais Nin
As I write this in mid-March, the Coronavirus is
creating fear and havoc throughout the world.
We’re confined to our homes. Much seems
uncertain. Yet, uncertainty is only an
appearance, not a reality. Spirit is certainty.
This month, we look at Bright Beginnings. We
celebrate Passover, Easter and Ramadan—all
times of breaking out of an old, stuck reality and
stepping into bright new beginnings. Evolution—
the life pulse—is always moving us forward. And
forward is into a greater experience and
expression of the Light that lives within us.
We ask, do we have the courage to break free
and blossom or shall we remain tight in the bud?
Do we let our comfortable, but limiting old habit
patterns and the collective consciousness run our
lives or do we remember our true spiritual
magnificence and step out boldly into and as the
sun?
This month, we will do a spring cleaning of
our house of consciousness to make way for the
light of love, peace, wisdom and joy that is our
Truth, no matter how dark, grey and limited
appearances seem. Get out your brooms and
mops, your levers and hammers, and let’s break
out!
~ Rev. David

“P

eople deal too much with
the negative, with what is
wrong. Why not try and see
positive things, to touch
them, to make them bloom .”
~ Thich Nhat Hanh

Sunday Mornings
Zoom: 789 699 326
Meditation: 10:45 a.m.
Service: 11 a.m.

Wednesday Connections
Zoom: 789 699 326

Senior Minister
Rev. David Robinson

Inside:
Staying Connected:
Zooming into April,
New Foundations
Class, New Council
Members

Sunday Talk Titles
April 5th ~ Bright Beginnings

Honoring the emancipation of the Passover
story.

April 12th ~ Broken Open/Easter

We break out of our old shells that have
kept us stuck in place.

April 19th ~ Unwritten

The rest of Book of Life is still unwritten.
We are the co-authors.

April 26th ~ Fire in the Belly

Each day we step into the world with the
opportunity to contribute, even by our very
being. We listen to the fire in our belly to
connect to what is ours to do in the world.

Brent Pendleton , Amy
Shephard & Shani Banai,
Our beloved Music &
Sound Team
Core Council
Rev. David Robinson, Spiritual Leader
Buffie Finkel, President
Karyn Lindberg, Vice President
Larry Gilliam, Treasurer
Jean Hill-Miller, Secretary
Teri Echterling, Member at Large
Doug Pape, Member at Large
Message Phone: (360) 255-7878
Mailing address:
3701 Pacific Avenue SE, PMB 327
Olympia, WA 98501
Check us out on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/csloly
Website: www.cslolympia.org
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The
Coffee
Team
suggests
you enjoy
your coffee
at home
Missing your best buddies? Set up a
Zoom account with your buddies then
meet on line. Brew up a cup of
coffee and gather together virtually.

Books of the Month
Broken Open: How Difficult Times Can Help
Us Grow by Elizabeth Lesser
his inspiring guide to healing and
growth illuminates the richness and
potential of every life, even in the
face of loss and adversity. In the more than 25
years since she co-founded Omega Institute,
now the world's largest center for spiritual
retreat and personal growth, Elizabeth Lesser
has been an intimate witness to the ways in
which people weather change and transition.
In a beautifully crafted blend of moving
stories, humorous insights, practical guidance,
and personal memoir, she offers tools to help
us make the choice we all face in times of
challenge: Will we be broken down and
defeated, or broken open and transformed?

T

The Book of Awakening: Having the Life You
Want by Being Present to the Life You
Have by Mark Nepo
oet and teacher, Mark Nepo, provides
small doses of what really matter—
simple truths and stories from everyday
lives, plus inspiration from the great wisdom
traditions. Each day's entry is accompanied by
simple, yet profound practices designed to
help us live the life we want by being present
to the life we have. In the words of St. Francis
of Assisi, "You are that which you are seeking."

P
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Foundations Class

A

re you new to our Center? Want to
begin to explore the teaching in more
depth? Looking to become a member
and need the foundational class? You’re in luck.
Our home office just released a brand new fiveweek class, Spiritual Principles and Practices.
Rev. David will teach this class on Wednesdays,
beginning April 14th through May 19th, from 6 to
8:30 p.m.
Foundational classes are always offered on a
pay what you can basis. Recommended tuition
is $200. The class will, at least initially, be
online. You can register at https://
cslolympia.org/upcoming-classes-and-retreats/.

Prayer Shawl Ministry

T

he Prayer Shawl Ministry will be on
hiatus for the next two months.
However, be assured that our group will
continue knitting and crocheting while we are
spending much more time at home. The mission
of our devoted group is to give cozy shawls or
lap blankets to provide comfort to our
community members and friends when they are
experiencing illness, surgery or time of grief.
These beautifully handmade items are blessed,
then given to the recipient with words of love
and well-being.
The members are Ann Aubuchon, Teresa
Bielenberg, Dee Bright, Karen Dunn, Caroline
Fenn, Sam Gates, Jean Hill-Miller, Carol
Kautzmann, Toy Kay and Kelly Phoenix.
Each member finds a deep calling as they
work on their creations. They hope their shawl
or blanket will bring comfort in a time of need.
We have had many people share their
experience of healing and ease from their
shawl. The Ministry has presented four shawls
so far in 2020; 13 in 2019. If you know a
member or a friend of our community who
would benefit from a shawl contact Carol
Kautzmann at ckremedy4U@gmail.com.
~ Dee Bright
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Zooming Into April

W

e will continue conducting Sunday
services and meetings on Zoom.
This has been a wonderful time to
grow and expand our connection. We are
seeing people from across the country
tune in to our services. While virtual hugs
and connections won’t replace in person
contact, we are grateful for both the
technology to link-up and for your
willingness to learn new things. Our motto
is “Change your thinking, change your
life.” Change is the only constant in the
universe and we are certainly playing with
it. Even after this emergency is over we
will continue live-streaming.

CSL Stays Connected

B

eginning Wednesday, April 1st —no
foolin’—we will open up the Sunday
Zoom room for a general time of
connecting with our CSL community. We’ll
do this every Wednesday, from 7 to 8 p.m.
until we can be physically together again.
This will be unstructured—no program,
agenda or specific time limit. The group
may decide on a topic or it can just be a
general conversation. The meeting ID is
the same as Sunday: 789 699 326.
A moderator will help facilitate the
process. In order to keep everything from
descending into feedback chaos, everyone
will be muted. To speak, anyone can raise
their hand on screen or use the Raise
Hand function in Zoom. Thus, each person
can be heard. If you’ve ever been in a
Zoom meeting with 20 or more un-muted
people, you’ll know what I mean. If not,
consider it a blessing.
It’s also possible to break out into
groups. If one group wants to talk about
gardening and another about Emma Curtis
Hopkins, people can be put into groups
within the Zoom room. This is a great way
to catch up with your CSL family.
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A

Youth & Family Program

pril’s bright beginnings remind us
that we must break open our hearts
to find our life story that is yet to be
written. This month our youth
powerfully create a new chapter with fire in
their bellies.

First Week: Bright Beginnings

Youth begin creating by acknowledging and
celebrating their wisdom in years and
accomplishments. Looking at Earnest Holmes’
teachings, they learn the first two of the 10
Core Concepts and how they apply to their lives
today.
Youth receive The Ten Core Concepts
Coloring Book and color the first two pages,
affirming they are one with all of life, and they
are spirit, mind and body. Their project is
making butterflies symbolizing bright
beginnings.

Second Week: Broken Open/Easter

“Easter is the story of the power of spirit that
lives in our cells and in our being, and it lifts
above challenges of the world. It is the story of
overcoming and renewal.”
Youth look at Core Concepts nine and ten;
recognizing the Christ consciousness within and
experiencing the eternality of life. Youth begin
their seed-planting project recognizing the
power of their word, and have fun with
creative Easter crafts.

Fourth Week:
Fire in the Belly

We celebrate the Joy of
Living and review our final
two Science of Mind Core
Concepts—five and six—
wholeness & abundance.
Youth bring their plants outside and make
joy-filled sun catchers.
~ Adrienne Cherry, Program Director
Parents, you will continue to receive
specially created parent-guided youth
lessons for you to do at home with your
children. They are complete with
mindfulness practices, activities, games,
video books and family connection ideas.
Teens have access to CSL Teen Zoom
meet-ups every Sunday at 12 noon with
weekly checkups on Wednesdays at 5 p.m.

Third Week: Unwritten

Within us is the power of the universe waiting
to be called into action on our behalf, acting
upon our words and thoughts, bringing into our
experience that which we believe.
Youth bring awareness inspirations that fill
their thoughts—Core Concept Three. Working
with Concepts seven and eight, reciprocal
universe and forgiveness, they replace directing
harsh words at a weak plant with loving words
to help it thrive. They will also have fun
creating seed art and bird feeders.
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Creativity blooms in the
youth program. They proudly
display their artwork.
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front, and see our fine musicians, a
Practitioner and our Minister. Now we see
each other’s faces and names on our home
et's create a church which is not
screens. This delights me to no end. And lo,
limited by its walls—one that is
our community visibly expands. Faces and
impossible to be removed from the greater
names of friends who have moved away
community. Let us set the intention and let
appear on the screen—oh, joy! We are no
it go. Since we don't have the requirements
longer limited by walls nor miles. Our
for our own building, we have time and
consciousness expands. Our awareness that
energy to step out and make a difference.”
Spirit is love, peace and compassion expands
I wrote this memo to myself
outward to those seeking and
over five years ago. I believe
There is a tremendous
being drawn to a new truth, a
it was inspired by a Sunday
healing happening right new serenity and a simplicity.
service talk. A quiet whisper
now in the world. We are There is a tremendous healing
in my heart, it speaks to me
happening right now in the
a part of it. We set the
of what I believe our church
world. We are a part of it.
intention, speak the
could be…if we could just
We set the intention, speak
arrange things. Oh now look,
words, and feel the joy.
the words, and feel the joy.
once again I have forgotten.
Spirit responds, saying yes!
How is not my job. Spirit takes care of the
During this new reality, please continue to
how. My job—our job—is to step out and
send in your pledges. While our church-in-amake a difference.
box is in our homes, our costs do continue.
We enter a new building these days. It is a
The fellowship, the music and the messages
virtual building, made up entirely of our
are more important than ever. I know how
community, our beliefs and our love. OK, and
vital these reminders of community are as
a few electronic gizmos.
we experience upheavals in almost every
Sitting in front of my computer on Sundays,
aspect of our lives.
looking at all the faces who Zoomed in, I
Our Youth Ministry is actively supporting
realized we usually do not look at each
our children through multiple communication
other’s faces during the service. We face the
channels. Rev. David and our music team
continue to design and create powerful
“In the spring, at
messages through word and song. All that
the end of the day,
was once happening behind the scenes is still
happening and still requires money. The only
you should smell
difference is where we meet.
like dirt.”
Your pledge to support our Center is
~Margaret Atwood
essential to this great work. Incidentally, if
you have altered financial circumstances,
please contact Rev. David or Larry Gilliam,
our Treasurer, to change your pledge.
At the same time, we invite you to contact
a Practitioner so that we may know the truth
for you and in your life today. You have my
Teresa Bielenberg
Buffie Finkel
blessings and my love.
Linda Bremer
Marlisa Johnson
~ Buffie Finkel, Council President
Sandy Dell
John J. Mulhall
Susan Einhorn
Alex Perlman

“L

Council Report

Practitioners
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A Special Message from Rev. David

A

s Buffie reminds us on page
five, our expenses for
operating this Center
continue, even though we are
not in our regular physical space right
now. We have asked Nova for a reduction
or elimination of rent for the Sundays we
can’t meet. They are considering the
question but have yet to respond. Our
monthly rent is a significant portion of
both their budget and ours. We will
continue to pursue a win-win solution.
In the meantime, our staff and
musicians are all continuing their work,
often in new and creative ways. We ask
that you continue your financial support
to keep us humming along harmoniously.
If you made a pledge please stay
current with that commitment. Should
circumstances be temporarily difficult for
you please let Marlisa, Larry Gilliam or
Rev. David know and they will readjust

your pledge. Marlisa and Rev. David will
also gladly support you with prayer as will
all the Practitioners.
We truly appreciate your supporting the
community which, hopefully, provides you
and others with love, inspiration and light
during this challenging time. There are
several ways to give – all highlighted on our
website at:
https://cslolympia.org/contribute/
There you will find info about online
donations through our secure server, text
to give and our mailing address for mailing
in checks.
All of us pulling together has always
created this strong community. You are
invited and encouraged to continue your
powerful support as we ride out this storm
into a Bright Beginning.
In love and gratitude ~ Rev. David

“At the end it’s not
about what you have
or even what you’ve
accomplished. It’s about
who you’ve lifted up,
who you’ve made better.
It’s about what you’ve
given back.”
~ Denzel Washington
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Prac Talk by Teresa Bielenberg, RScP

I

t’s April—already! Spring has sprung. Plants
and flowers are showing up, the buds on the
trees have returned—proof that life is
ongoing. Blossoms have set, pollination is
underway—proof that life will continue.
Not so long ago the time-honored recognition
and celebration of spring was deemed necessary
to the continuity of life. We were taught the
Giver of Life needed to know we appreciated its
gifts. In time, most people in the world
eventually shared the common erroneous belief
that our behavior, our ability to please, appease
and most importantly to behave, played a key
role in sustaining earth’s bounty. It also
determined how much of that bounty we could
have.
As students of the Science of Mind and Spirit,
we know there is more to the story. We know
the power of creation is an inherent aspect of
who and what we are—life is not a personality
contest or game of chance.
In 2001, United Church of Religious Science
published the book Love and Law, a compilation
of class and lecture notes and transcriptions. It
was produced in 1918 by students of the beloved
founder of our movement, the Reverend Dr.
Ernest Holmes. In the materials, Dr. Holmes
makes reference to the war of the era, World
War I, and a major influenza epidemic spreading
throughout Europe and America. These
conditions of stress, uncertainty and dangerous
hardship continue to dominate the experience
and attention of most of our world today.
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Dr. Holmes’ expressed clarity about life
and the creative process that guides, governs
and produces it—a gift that keeps on giving.
He so deeply understood that we are
individualizations of the Creative Spirit.
Through our self-awareness and the power of
our choice, we can call forth the health in our
bodies and improve the conditions of our lives.
The tenor of the transcribed text has inspired
me to new levels of understanding, belief and
spiritual endeavor, especially this quote:

“Your final emancipation will
be written by your own hand or
it will never be written at all, it
will be thought out by your
own mind. It will govern your
consciousness as it recognizes
the supremacy of mind, the
infinite impulse of spirit, and
your own birthright to use it.”
Once again I am gratefully reminded of that
which the students of the Science of Mind and
Spirit faithfully pursue in life—the ever deeper
experience of the presence of God in, as and
through my life and the ability to call forth the
freedom, fullness and perfection of this life for
the greater good of all. ~ Respectfully written
by Teresa Bielenberg, RScP
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W

Meet Mark Malone

ho is it that has a deep passion
A huge lesson for Mark was realizing he
for live theater and especially
could not manifest love if he had the mental
musicals? Who has attended 100
equivalent of resentment and hate in his heart
live concerts in the last 40 years
and mind. Now Mark enjoys an abundance of
of his life? Who relishes watching old reruns
love and serenity in a life that seemed blocked
and movies on TV while eating ice cream?
off for many years.
Who is the kind of guy who
Mark has been an avid
finds helping others at
student of Science of Mind and
“I found the relaxed
every opportunity
has jumped right into classes
atmosphere, authentic
rewarding, stimulating and
such as Foundations,
kindness and compassion Meditation, Spiritual Mind
fulfilling? Who engages in
meditation, Buddhist
Treatment and CSL retreats. He
of CSL folks to be like
teachings and mindfulness
so appreciates that CSL has
no other I have
breathing for the purpose of
established a platform for
experienced. I have been
helping his soul? Why, Mark
people to love and support each
a
member
ever
since.”
Malone, a member of our
other during good times and
CSL community.
also those times of darkness.
Mark began his spiritual journey in a
CSL also offers an opportunity for Mark to
traditional religious teaching and as a child
make positive differences in his life as well as
became confused and afraid of the concept of
others. “I found the relaxed atmosphere,
a punishing God. “As I got older, I drifted to
authentic kindness and compassion of CSL folks
the dark side and tried to be the best sinner I
to be like no other I have experienced and I
could, claiming I was agnostic,” Mark said.
have been a member ever since.”
Happily, Mark came to believe in a power
Mark is easy to talk to and always has a
greater than his and wanted to tap into a
smile on his face. Watch for it on Zoom and
universal realm of love, peace and happiness.
when we come together in person again.
Enter the CSL men’s group. “The men of this
“Thank you CSL,” Mark said, “for helping me
group made me feel safe and accepted while
become one with you and the universe. You are
they explained the principles of CSL in
a blessing in my life and I appreciate everything
detail,” Mark explained.
you do and stand for.”
~ Linda Sickles

Call the message phone:
(360) 255-7878, ext. 4 to
listen to a prayer recorded
each week by a Practitioner.
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Amazon Smile

S

upport CSL Olympia at
no extra cost when
you shop at
smile.amazon.com. When
you place an order this
message appears: “You
made a difference. Because
you placed this order at
smile.amazon.com, Amazon
will make a donation
to Centers for Spiritual
Living—Olympia.”
Yes, you can do this
whether or not you are an
Amazon Prime subscriber.

We have evolved into a virtual community at
warp speed. Sunday services, meetings and
weekly gatherings to stay more personally
connected are now exclusively held on Zoom.
It’s easy to sign up. Please join us.
Sunday service ID # is: 789 699 326
Wednesday gatherings and other
meetings ID # is: 647 238 9585

The Women’s Circle will meet at 1 p.m. on
Saturday, April 18th via Zoom: 181 933 751
All CSL women are warmly invited to attend.
Jul Baker will present the program.

Sacred Sunday Evenings

STAFF

O

n the third Sunday of each month—
April 19th this month—you are invited to
engage in spiritual practice with friends.
It is a deep, lovely, sacred time. Join us this
month from 6 to 7 p.m.
Zoom: ID# 789-699-326
No cost, no dogma. Just sweet, deep time
with Spirit within in communion with others.
If you need the address, please contact
Rev. David at cslorevdavid@comcast.net.

Brent Pendleton,
Music Director
Shani Banai,
Sound Technician
Adrienne Cherry,
Youth Director
Rev. Carrie Masters
Administrative Assistant
Marlisa Johnson,
Bookkeeper
Karyn Lindberg,
Newsletter Editor
Message Phone
(360) 255-7878
Website:

www.cslolympia.org
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